
Export Utility:  HXT — Track Profile Data Extraction 
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HXT — Introduction and Overview 
  

The HXT export allows users to instantly extract and correlate 
data directly from the 1YR or 1M Track Profile files.   The HXT 
includes the following information and potential uses  
  

• Raw race fractions (in hundredths of second) for all 
applicable fractional times and final time.  Includes 2.0f, 
4.0f, 5.0f, 6.0f, 7.0f and 8.0f call times depending on 
race distance.   

  

• Special times computed, that are not shown in standard 
charts, are second fraction turn time (Fr2 time) and final 
fraction time (Fr3 time).   

  

• Position and beaten lengths calls for race winners: first 
call, second call, stretch and finish. 

  

• Special functions include raw feet-per-second velocity 
ratings from the race fractions including Fr1, Fr2, Fr3, 
E/P, A/P and the EE% rating. 

  

• Complete race information primarily in text format, 
including age, gender, state-bred, race type and class + 
purse for easy viewing.  Also includes race distance, 
surface, track condition in text format.    

  
Application 

  

• Create your time charts, pars and variants from raw times 
and race types. 

  

• Locate benchmarks for fractional times, internal calls and 
feet-per-second ratings. 

  

• Model winning running styles. 
  

• Inspect races or compute data with specific text written 
race information that allows broader separation of the 
data. 

   

Notes 
  

The HXT does not export the track bias information that is shown 
on the Track Profile screen; such as the +/- bias ratings, wire 
to wire percentage (W2W) and post-position stats (Ins/Out).  The 
reason for this is that those ratings are computed on demand 
within HTR2 using complicated algorithms that require current 
date and other information to be utilized.  You may continue to 
view the Track Profile bias information on screen as usual.  The 
Bias screen has been updated (July 2005 and later version) to 
include more separation and identification of ‘about’ distances. 



Using the HXT Export Function 
  

1. Begin by downloading a 1YR or 1Month Track Profile file for 
the tracks you want to export.  These are available only from 
the HTR Internet subscriber site. 

  
2. Load the HTR2 software (July 2005 and later version) and click 

the large button at the bottom of the main screen:  [TRACK 
PROFILE].  Note: in older versions of HTR2 this button was 
labeled TRACK BIAS. 

  
3. When the Track Profile screen is in view, select a 1YR or 

1Month file from the track list box. 
  
4. Click the button:  [Export ….] button to extract the data and 

send to a comma-delimited file.  The name of the exported file 
will be displayed in a pop-up window when the processing is 
complete. 

  
Notes 

  

• This export does not append to a previously created comma-
delimited file when exporting individual tracks.  A new 
file is created for the track each time you run the export.  
For that reason, it is best to use the 1YR Track Profile 
for extraction to get a full year of data for the desired 
track. However, if you check the item “Save to ALL File” 
you can continually add data to the single ALL file. 

  
• All North American tracks are available for this export on 

demand.  The track does not have to be currently running to 
acquire the 1YR Track Profile data for study. Example: 
suppose it is January, and you want to export Saratoga 
data, download the 1YR file for SAR to acquire complete set 
stats from the previous summer meet.    

  



HXT — File Naming 
  
File names produced by the HXT follow the protocol below. 
  
Single Track    TRK_HXT.TXT  (e.g. BEL_HXT.TXT  for Belmont) 
   
All File:       ALL_HXT.TXT 

 
A header is created for each new file.  See File Specification 
for header field names. 

 
Note:  A check box is shown below the export button “Save to ALL 
File”. Check this item to save the data for each track to a 
single “ALL” file.  This file will store duplicates as it adds 
everything exported when you check it off and will continue to 
append to itself until you delete it. 
 



HXT — File Specification — 35 Data Fields 
  

Below are the field locations, header names and data description 
for each.  Data type is revealed with “n” for numeric data or 
“t” for text data in front of the header name.   

  
F# Header Description     

01 tTRACK Name of track 
  

02 tDATE Date in format mm/dd/yyyy (“06/01/2005”) 
  

03 nR# Race number 
  

04 tDIST Distance of race (text)  
  

05 tCOURSE Course raced on 
  “Turf”, “Dirt”   (main course)  
  “iDirt”, “iTurf” (inner courses) 
         

“@Dirt”, “@Turf” (about distances)            
06 tTCOND Track condition  
  “fst”, “fm” (dry) 
  “gd”, “my” “sly”,“wf”,“yl” (wet surfaces) 
  

07 tAGE Age restriction 
  “2yr” and “3yr”; blank = Older horses 
  

08 tSEX Gender restriction 
  “F” = restricted to females;  
  blank = males  
  

09 tSTB Statebred indicator 
  “STB” = statebred restricted race 
  

10 tCLASS 3 letter specific class text 
  ex: “GR3”,“NW2”, “MSW”, “C15”, “M25”  
   

11 nPURSE Purse x $1000; ex: 25 = $25,000 
  

12 nTIME_2F Official time, 2f call, if applicable 
13 nTIME_4F Official time, 4f call, if applicable     
14 nTIME_5F Official time, 5f call, if applicable 
15 nTIME_6F Official time, 6f call, if applicable 
16 nTIME_7F Official time, 7f call, if applicable 
17 nTIME_8F Official time, 8f call, if applicable 
  

18 nTIME_FIN Official time, Finish 
  

19 nTIME_FR2 Computed time, second fraction 
20 nTIME_FR3 Computed time, final fraction 
   

notes: all times are exported in seconds and 1/100 sec.  Example: 
69.77 = a time of 1:09.77.  Field 19 is ‘turn time’ computed between 
the 2f and 4f call sprints, and between 4f and 6f calls in routes.  
Field 20 time between 4f call to the finish for sprints, and between 
the 6f and finish for routes.  



HXT — File Specification    
  

F# Header Description 
  

21 nFR1_FPS Computed (raw)fps at 1ST CALL 
22 nFR2_FPS Computed (raw)fps, 2nd fraction 
23 nFR3_FPS Computed (raw)fps, final fraction 
24 nEP_FPS Computed (raw)fps, 2nd call 
25 nAP_FPS Computed (raw)fps, Average pace 
  
notes: fields 21 thru 25 are raw feet-per-second (fps) velocity 
ratings computed directly from the official race times, no adjustments 
have been applied.  You can compute the additional fps ratings such as 
S/P and L/P by combining fields above. 
  

26 nEENERGY Early Energy% race 
  

27 nWPP Winner’s Post Position 
  
note: this is the actual gate position the horse broke from in the 
race, not the assigned post which can change after scratches.  
  

28 nWBRK Winner’s break call 
  

29 nWP1 Winner position at 1st call 
30 nWBL1 Winner lengths behind at 1st call  
  

31 nWP2 Winner position at 2nd call 
32 nWBL2 Winner lengths behind at 2nd call 
  

33 nWPSTC Winner position at stretch call 
34 nWBLSTC Winner length behind stretch call 
  

35 nFIELD Number of horses that ran in race 
  
notes:    1st call sprints = 2f; 2nd call sprints = 4f 
          1st call routes =  4f; 2nd call routes = 6f 
 
There is no need to add finish position or beaten length fields for 
the winner as they would always = 1 and 0 respectively. 
   
If the race resulted in a dead-heat for the win, only one of the 
winners will be exported. Do not want multiple instances of the race 
data to be in the exported file so only one horse is extracted per 
race.  



Comments HXT 
  

This export does not compute raw times or feet-per-second 
ratings for the winning horse.  The race data only is exported 
from HXT.  You can compute raw times or fps from the winners 
from the data in this export – complicated but doable in 
spreadsheet or database application (see 3rd paragraph below). 
  

You can obtain the adjusted HTR2 feet-per-second numbers for all 
velocity factors by using the HXV export (July 2005 version).  
HXV contains the last 10 running lines with computed fps numbers 
for all the horses, similar to the [FPS] screen.  The fps 
ratings in the HXV are scaled to the distance/surface, include 
all variants and beaten lengths. 
  

After working with velocity data for the last 20 years, my 
opinion is that computing raw times and velocity numbers for 
winners (by adjusting the race data with the beaten lengths) is 
intellectual exercise only and has little value.  This is 
because there is no context to the numbers, particularly when 
closers win a race due to fast early fractions (front-runner 
meltdown).  Far better to use the race feet-per-second to 
establish benchmarks, pars, variants, race strength, etc.  
  
 
If you are new to using the HTR2 export utility, please read our 
HTR2 Access manual:  
  
http://www.homebased2.com/km/dnl/HTR2 Access Manual.pdf
  
For a list of Terms and Abbreviations used 
  
http://www.homebased2.com/km/pdf/HTR Glossary of Terms and Symbols.pdf
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